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SIXTY YEARS OF PROFESSOR MILOŠ RÁB 
VÍTĚZSLAV NOVÁK, BEDŘICH PŮŽA, ВГПО 
Those who had not met Prof. Ráb personally would hardly believe that this slim 
man of youthful and athletic looks has become sexagenarian. Nevertheless, for all 
members of the Czechoslovak mathematical community this is a fact: Professor 
RNDr. Miloš Ráb, DrSc., former head of Department of Mathematical Analysis 
ofthe Faculty of Science ofJ. E. Purkyně University and one ofthe leading personali­
ties ofthe mathematical life in Brno, has reached sixty years of age on 30 September 
1988. 
Miloš Ráb was born in the village Újezd near Brno. After his secondary school 
final examination he entered Faculty of Science of Masaryk University (now J. E. 
Purkyně University) in Brno to study mathematics and descriptive geometry. In 
1951 he finished his studies by passing the state examination in Mathematics and 
Descriptive Geometry. Still as a student (from 1950) he was Assistent at Technological 
University in Brno, later School of Civil Engineering. In 1952 hejoined Department 
of Mathematics, Faculty of Science of Brno University, with which he has been ever 
since (in 1962 the department was divided into three, and Prof. Ráb became member 
of staff of the Department of Mathematical Analysis). Since 1955 M. Ráb was 
a research student (aspirant) under the guidance ofProf. Borůvka, defending in 1957 
histhesis"Oscillatory and asymptotic properties ofintegrals ofthe linear differential 
equation ofthe 3rd order" and receiving his Candidate of Science degree. In 1961 he 
was appointed Associate Professor (Dozent) of Mathematics. The degree of Doctor 
of Science he received on the basis of his work ťíAsymptotic formulas for solutions 
of ordinary differential equations" in 1967, and in 1969 he became Full Professor 
of Mathematics; a year later he was appointed Head of Department of Mathe­
matical Analysis, an office he held for sixteen years (till 1986). 
Professor Ráb is an outstanding personality of mathematical life in Czecho­
slovakia. His scientific activity has been directed to the qualitative properties of 
linear differential equations, especially the oscillatory and asymptotic properties of 
their solutions. His first works dealt with linear differential equations of the 3rd 
order, in particular with the problem how to describe their properties in terms of 
integrals of equations of lower orders. Then he focused his attention on the linear 
differential equations ofthe 2nd order. In connection with this research he developed 
a general method based on the transformation theory of Prof. Borůvka and the 
method of perturbations. The nWthods he had discovered have niade it possible 
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to clear up a number of important problems concerning linear differential equations 
of the 2nd order. For example, M. Ráb established a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a solution to be oscillatory, which provided a unified approach to almost 
all results from the field known at that time, allowed to assess the comparison criteria 
for oscillatoricity, and deduce a number of other results of permanent importance. 
Similarly, Ráb reached excellent results also when studying the asymptotic properties 
of solutions of differential equations. Also these results are of unifying character 
and their essential feature is the possibility of very accurate estimates of the ap-
proximation of a solution with the help of asymptotic formulas. Prof. Ráb is still 
faithful to the problems of asymptotic behavior of solutions, having extended his 
results on the one hand to differential equations with complex coefficients, on the 
other to twodimensional systems of differential equations. He succeeded in con-
structing very suitable Ljapunov functions, which facilitate the detailed analysis of 
trajectories of the above mentioned equations. 
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Prof. Ráb has always been attracted to scientific problems ofimmediate importance, 
and his results have regularly found considerable response of mathematical com-
munity in Czechoslovakia and abroad. His results have been cited in many mathe-
matical papers and monographs on differential equations, and he has reported on 
them at various universities and conferences. He has rich contacts with prominent 
scientists throughout the world, including cooperation in research as well as informal 
personal friendship. In connection with the research project "Limit properties of 
differential equations", whose leader he has been for several decades, he has 
organized a seminar regularly attended by numerous mathematicians from Brno 
and nearby cities. He has been superviser of a number of doctoral dissertations, and 
many present research workers had started their scientific career in his seminar. 
Pedagogical activity is an inseparable part of Prof. Rab's scientific profile. He 
considers himself first of all a university teacher, and we have to add, a геащ out­
standing one. M. Řáb has the not qtiite current gift of being able to captivate and 
inspire his students by his way of lecturing and all his personality. If we add his 
high scientific level and ability of grasping the substance of each problem, we obtain 
the paragon of a first-class teacher of mathematics, the need for (and lack of) which 
seems to be everlasting. 
Repeated re-editions of five volumes of lecture notes, whose author Prof. Ráb is, 
prove both their quality and popularity. At present, he leads a group of authors 
preparing an all-state textbook of mathematical analysis for institutions of higher 
education, intended for future mathematics teachers. The picture of Prof. Rab's 
manysided activities would not be complete without mentioning his offices in orga­
nization of research and education, membership in committees, scientific and 
editorial boards etc. For his merits he received several medals and other distinctions. 
Czechoslovak mathematicians highly appreciate the work Prof. Ráb has done in 
research, education and organization of science, and on the occasion of his 60th 
birthday extend to him sincere wishes of further successes and personal happiness. 
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